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ABSTRACT 
Typically several hundred million data points arise from a 

comprehensive measurement campaign carried out in a centrifugal 
compressor test rig with the FRAP ®  system (see Part 1). In order to 
obtain a maximum of information about the unsteady flow at any 
position in this turbo machine the time-resolved data processing method 

has to be optimized. In contrast to the standard time-averaged flow 
measurements with pneumatic probes, the objective of FRAP ®  
measurements and of data processing is to extract novel information 
about crucial unsteady phenomena like turbulence, row-to-row 
interaction, modal or rotating stall, leakage flow effects etc. In such 

cases the simultaneous measurement of static and total pressures and 
flow vectors is of particular interest. Novel information means the 
analysis of averaged and time-resolved (wavelet) spectra, 
autocorrelations or time averages properly conserving physical fluxes, 
etc.. 

Different averaging methods are applied to compress the time 
dependent data measured by a 1-sensor-probe (see Pan 2) in a 

centrifugal compressor. Such results could be used for comparison with 
pneumatic sensor measurements and CFD calculations. The comparison 
of averaging methods includes the averaging theories by TRAUPEL and 
by DZUNG which are compared to simple arithmetic time averaging. 

From there the specific stage work is calculated. 

In analysing the time dependency several ensemble-averaging 
procedures for flow pressure and velocity are utilized for separating 
deterministic from stochastic fluctuations, extracting blade row finger 

prints or investigating low-frequency surge type fluctuations. 
With respect to the selection and overall optimization of data 

processing methods an overview of generic tools is given and the 
modularity of the processing procedures is discussed. 

NOMENCLATURE 
A 	area 

AA 	area for the mass flow calculation 

a 	confidential interval 

aa 	specific stage work 
diffuser width (axial) 

specific speed 
C(P,m) 	coefficient of Gauss distribution 

velocity 
specific heat at constant pressure 
frequency 

fA 
	sampling frequency 

enthalpy 
summation index 

length of diffuser vane 
Mach number 
Number of shaft revolutions or blade twin passing 

Mu 
	

impeller tip speed Mach number 
th 
	

mass flow 
number of measured data 

number of shaft revolution per seconds 

pressure 
gas constant 
radius, recovery factor 

Euler radius 
specific entropy 

temperature 
Tre, 	recovery temperature 

time 

IR 
	time of one impeller revolution 

IT 
	time of a twin blade passing 

to 
	total measurement time 

circumferential speed 
V 
	

flow rate 
X 
	

flow quantity 

axial coordinate 
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a 
	

flow angle (diffuser coordinates) 

au vane 
	

diffuser vane leading edge blade angle 

no 
	

isentropic efficiency (total-to-total) 
azimuth angle 
density 

Lk ,  te 
	shape factors of Traupel 

standard deviation 

yaw flow angle (probe coordinates) 
specific volume 

flow coefficient 1ç = r  
D; u2  

impeller angular velocity 
Superscripts 

averaged over time, or z, or time and z, Eq. (6) to Eq. (8) 
ensemble averaged over time 

Subscripts 
1,2,3 	sensor yaw positions 
1 	impeller inlet 
2 	impeller outlet, (r2=140mm) 
Dz 	averaged with the method of Dzung 

measurement position rE=147mm 
summation index 

• ensemble-averaged time index 
• radial direction 
stat 	static flow properties 

tangential direction 
tot 	total flow properties 
• axial direction 

INTRODUCTION 

A measurement campaign using the fast-response aerodynamic 
probe technology of the ETH (FRAP®) was performed in a single stage 
centrifugal compressor running at two operating points, ,best point" 
(BP) and „mild surge" (MS) conditions. The complex and highly 
fluctuating flow field found close to the outlet of centrifugal impellers 

(e.g. TRAUPEL 1988, DEAN and SEN00 1960, ECKARDT 1975) is suitable 
for demonstrating the capabilities of the FRAP ®  System, for testing 
measurement concepts and data processing methods, and for 
confronting different averaging methods. 

The huge amount of time-resolved data requires an optimization of 
data processing methods including the optimization of measurement 

objectives, measurement concepts and of the data evaluation software 
and of the data analysis and interpretation procedures. For 
measurements during MS running conditions, a special triggering and 
traversing concept and a different ensemble definition had to 
established. 

Data averaging is one of the key topics in data processing (e.g. 

ADAMCZYK 1985. GERHARD 1981, KREITMEIER 1997). In the first pan 
of this contribution, the ensemble avenging methods, including 

circumferential, blade to blade ensemble (e.g. Ng 1985, Ruck 1989) and 

flow-based avenging methods (see Part 2) will be compared. Using 
these, information about deterministic (related, for example to rotor 
position) and stochastic (related, for example, to turbulence) 
fluctuations can be gained and the harmonic time-dependent 

characteristics of the data can be preserved. In the second part, the over-
simplistic arithmetic averaging is compared with the physically founded  

avenging methods of TRAUPEL (1988) and DZUNG (1967, 1970). In 
these methods, the averages of physical conserved flow quantities 
comply with the conservation equations such as momentum balance, 

mass balance, moment of momentum balance or energy balance. 
Additionally, the influence of different avenging methods on the 

value of the stage work is presented. 

TEST RIG, INSTRUMENTATION AND MEASUREMENT 
SYSTEM 

The closed loop test rig where the experiments were carried out is 
described in more detail in Part 2 of this contribution and in RODUNER 

et al. (1998). The centrifugal compressor Fig. 1 is a standard industrial 

stage. The present measurements were made at a shaft speed of 17720 
rpm at two running conditions given in Table I. The main data of the 

impeller were: 
impeller tip diameter (2r2) 280 mm 

full/splitter blades 	1 I /11 (total 22) 
exit blade angle 	30° back lean 

exit width b 	 16.8 mm 

diffuser vanes 	 24 

diffuser vane inlet angle 25° from tangential 
Every second impeller blade being different („full" vs. „splitter", 

see Fig. I), every second impeller channel will have a noticeably 

different exit flow. The radial diffuser has parallel plane walls and is 
followed by a large toroidal collecting chamber (not shown) providing 
a virtually uniform circumferential pressure distribution at the diffuser 

outlet (HuNzIKER 1993). 

Measurement System  
Aerodynamic probes. The measurements treated herein were 

carried out by our fast response aerodynamic probes termed FRAP ®. 

More details about the FRAP®  System are given in Part 1 of this 

contribution and in GOSSWEILER et. al. (1992,1995). 
The straight cylindrical FRAP®  I -sensor probes used here (Fig.1) 

have a tip diameter of I.8mm with one piezoresistive pressure sensor 
chips inside the probe. The useful temperature limit of the sensor is 

about 140°C. The uncertainty of the pressure measurement is typically 
0.2 mbar (standard deviation) after adjustment; i.e. about 0.09% of the 
dynamic head in the present case. The sampling frequency of the signals 
is 200kHz maximum and the useful frequency bandwidth is 44kHz after 
signal filtering with an analog anti-aliasing filter, in contrast to the 
6.5kHz blade passing frequency. The sensor calibration, the 
aerodynamic probe calibration and the operating concepts are described 

in more detail in Part 1 and KUPFERSCHMIED (1994, 1998). 

Probe control and data acquisition. To be able to measure with 
the FRAP® system in special flow conditions (e.g. during MS in the 

compressor system) complex measurement procedures are necessary. 
These procedures must comply with the objectives and requirements of 

the data analysis and are called measurement concepts in the following. 

To achieve high accuracy and good repeatability a high automatisation 
of the operating system is required. The probe control unit, the reference 

pressure control unit and all auxiliaries are computer controlled. 

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP AND MEASUREMENT 
PROCEDURE 

The probe was mounted at Position I near the exit of the impeller, 
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Fig. 2. for the present measurements. Flow traverses are made by 

moving the probe in axial direction with the sensor tap moving from the 
rear to the front wall in 13 positions, Fig. 1. Only 5 traverse points were 
taken for the measurements during MS. 

As described in STAHLECKER and GYARMATHY (1998), high 
circumferential and radial velocity components exist at position I and 
the axial component is low (nearly planar flow). This justifies the use of 

a 1-sensor fast-response probe in a pseudo-3-sensor mode (see Part 1 
and Part 2) to provide the 2D velocity components only. 

Fig. 1 Cross-sectional view of the centri ugal compressor with 
FRAPe  probe 

Fig. 2 Top view of the diffuser showing probe position I 

„best point" 
(BP) 

„mild surge" 

(MS) 

RPM 17720 17720 

V [m3/s) 1.553 1.052 

in [kg/s] 1.757 1.192 

c(-] 0.0768 0.0521 

Table 1 Operating points of the centrifugal compressor for the 
measurements presented 

DATA PROCESSING - CONVERSION AND ANALYSIS OF 
TIME-RESOLVED DATA 

FRAPO data processing.  

In this measurement campaign more thin' 280 million data points 

were collected. The processing of these has )  to consider several 

requirements such as the handling by suitable software programs, the 
conversion of the signals from voltage w flow quantities and the 
appropriate presentation of the results. To il  compare the time-resolved 
flow quantities, such as velocity or flow angle —, with time-mean data 

measured with pneumatic probes, data averaging methods are useful to 
compress the data mound. Fig. 3 shows /the time-average flow angle 
variation across the flow channel in the foreground. To obtain the time 
averaged data point at any one traverse position, nearly a million 
pressure values were measured, converted into flow angle values and 

suitably averaged to give the black dots shown. A short part of the time 
resolved value chains (about 0.5%) are indicated for two of the dots. 

Fig. 3 Example: Compression of the time-resolved absolute 
flow angle lie into the time-averaged distribution of «E  over the 
traverse 

Conceptual questions  
The example in Fig. 3 shows the amount of information contained 
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in the measured FRAP®  data. A lot of questions arise in connection with 

such large amounts of data. Some questions are more of generic nature: 

What information can be gained from the measured data? 

How to get a maximum of information? 

What can FRAP®  data be used for? 

More specific questions are 

Which flow quantities can be obtained and what are the 
uncertainties? 

How should the flow quantities be averaged? 

Which quantities of turbulence 'are measurable? 

Are there unsteady physical phenomena that cannot be detected? 

Questions with respect to the organizational procedures are 

How should a measurement campaign be planned and performed 
for specific objectives? 

• What are the experiences from MAP ®  measurement campaigns? 

• How can the costs of a measurement campaign be optimized with 
appropriate measurement concepts? 

Objectives of the measurement campaign  

The objectives will determine measurement concepts, the data to be 
obtained and their refined evaluation. In the present measurement 

campaign in the centrifugal compressor two classes of objectives have 
been set, one concerning the measurement system and the other the 
physical flow situation in the machine. Class 1 objectives were: 

To test the in-house developed fast-response aerodynamic probe 
technology (FRAP®) in a high speed turbomachine. 

To compare different averaging methods for the stage work, the 
static pressure and the radial velocity obtained at the impeller 
outlet. 

To explore flow phenomena such as „mild surge" and rotating stall 
by means of special measurement concepts and averaging 
methods. (Only MS data are discussed in Part 3.) 

Class 2 objectives were: 

• To make detailed time-resolved measurement at the impeller outlet 
and at different points in a vaned diffuser channel. 

To provide experimental boundary conditions for CFD 
calculations in the vaned diffuser (CASARTELLI eta]. 1997). 

Measurement concepts used.  

The measurement concept must define the probe type, and the 

traverses to be • made. It must take into account the key data of the 
machine, hence determine the characteristic data of the measurement 
campaign. - 

Probe type and probe operation mode. For the objectives defined 
above a 1-sensor fast-response probe used in a pseudo-3-sensor mode 
has been chosen. At every traverse position the fluctuating flow was 

measured time-resolved under three angular positions of the probe shaft. 
The middle of the three angle positions was set to the time-averaged 
flow direction at the local axial position. For the other two angle 
positions the probe was rotated (in yaw) by ±43°. A once per revolution 
signal from the trigger was used to fit the sensor signals together to a 
quasi-synchronous pseudo-3-sensor probe (Part I). 

Traversing. According to the objectives of the measurement 

campaign it is necessary to get the time dependent information over the 

height of the diffuser channel in axial direction. To resolve gradients in 
the diffuser channel, the traverse points have to be close to each other. 
Per traverse 13 traverse points were taken at each yaw position. The 
measurements presented in this paper were taken at position 1 (Fig. 2). 

Key compressor data and planning the measurement 

campaign. In Table 2 the parameter choices associated to the objectives 
of the measurement campaign and the key data of the compressor are 
shown. 

In the first part of Table 2 the dominant frequencies of the 

compressor and the resulting setting ranges for the measurement system 
are listed. In the middle part on the left side the maximum peaks of the 
compressor flow quantities are listed. On the right side the resulting 
resolution of the sensor signals and the calibration ranges are 
determined. In the bottom part the spatial resolution by the probe and the 
expected spatial dimension of turbulence are listed. 

Key data of the machine Characteristic data of the measurement 
campaign 

Impeller RPM 17720rpm Number of points per 

traverses for BP 

13 

Number of Blacks ze  22 Number of data paints 
between 2 blades 

31 

Blade passing frequency: 

f at  f.-- 
f. -63kHz Sampling frequency I, 

for _ben pear 
200 kHz 

Other important 
frequencies 

f.,...=18Hz 
f, • mest42Hz 

Data length 
(measuring time) 

163840 points 
(0.82s) 

Number of revolutions per 

avenging 

242 

95% confidential interval 
for ensemble averaging 

a a 7.9mtar 

a/o-7.9163s 0.1 

Dynamic head .420mtrat Accuracy of the sensor 
(signal/noise ratio) 

22000.07 sr 3142 
70dB 

Sensor sensitivity 6.3mVimbar 

Max. pressure peak 
Avenged pressure 

2200mtar 
1510mbar 

Reference pressure in the 
probe shaft (absolute) 

1700mbar 

Max. pressure fluctation Mae 814mtar 

(peak to Peak) 
Range of the voltage 
signals from sensor 

.5 V for U 
stOV for lie 

Resolution of the sensor 
Pressure signals for x5V 

0.4 mbar 
(12 bit) 

Max. angle fluctuation slip■ 16.6' Calibration range of the 
yaw angle 

re- s20' 

Mach number 0.75 Calibration range of the 
Mach number 

0.2 < /A <0.7 

Max. temperature 62.1•C Number of offset and gain 

adjustments 

2 per traverse 

Spatial resolution of the 
probe (d...) 

d....1.2.nun 

Spatial dimension of a 
fluid pan (S, 	-.44kHz) 

d..4.4 . 4nun 
(C..' 12") 

Max. resolution Of 
frequency /f....' S. Id......) 

f..s.160 kHz 

te-.' 192"")  
Stability of the machine 
at the operating point 
(BP) 

678 a i 	. 
craurne Pat' Mr  manna 

Minimum resolution of 
the froqueney determined 
from spectra density 

f..4100Hz 

Table 2 Characteristic data of the measurement campaign at 
BP with reference to the measurement objectives and the 
characteristic data of the compressor 

The following considerations are included in Table 2. The 

measurement grid is determined by the number of traverse points (13) in 
the z direction and by m, the number of samples between the passage of 

two blades, which is defined by the rotational speed of the machine, 
number of blades and the sampling frequency as in = f5/(n • N). The 

averaged magnitude of the dynamic head of 200mbar leads to signal to 
noise ratio of 70dB. This means that the full dynamics of the 

measurement electronics had to be used. The measuring time span 

influences the accuracy a of the ensemble averaged pressure values 
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p20). pit) by way of equation (I). where a is the confidential 
interval. The confidential interval a indicates the statistical certainty of 
the ensemble averaged pressure values /3 . 

a. C(P, m)  _ 63.3mbar • 1.96 	.7.9mbar  a — 	 (I) 
It; 

Pata conversion, analysis and interpretation 

The sensor voltages are converted into pressure and temperature 

signals by model based reconstruction using the sensor and 
aerodynamic calibration data. 

A dedicated software package has been developed for the 
comprehensive task of data processing. This performs the data 
conversion for an entire traverse and prints the results in a variety of 
menu-selected diagrams. The program is based on the „AW-System" 

developed as an interactive environment for the evaluation of large time 
series (HERTER et al. 1992). 

With the present objectives of the measurement campaign and the 
measurement concepts chosen, data analysis obtains a high importance 
for the optimization of the overall data processing. Data analysis 
involves several topics such as averaging methods, time-resolved 
spectra, autocorrelations, statistic tools for the investigation of 
turbulence and data filtering. The use of averaging methods applied for 

time-resolved and fluctuating data is discussed in this paper. 

ENSEMBLE•AVERAGED PROCEDURES FOR 

COMPRESSING TIME DEPENDENT INFORMATION 

For the present measurements. a I-sensor probe was operated in the 
pseudo 3-sensor mode. To link the three non-synchronous pressure 
measurements Mt), pit), p30), made under constant operating . 
conditions, ensemble averaging has to be utilized. (In non-modulated 
flow. e.g. pipes or nozzles, simple time averaging would suffice.) In 
modulated flow ensemble averaging has to be based on the time period 

of the phenomenon to be studied, e.g. the shaft revolution period. or the 
period of mild surge or rotating stall. In the first case triggering can be 

done by a geometric signal: in the second case, a flow-dependent signal 
must be used. 

Rotor-based ensemble averaging methods. The revolution 
ensemble averaging method requires a sharp trigger signal sent at each 
revolution of the rotor. At one of these signals the time index n is set to 
zero, and measurement begins. After m shaft revolutions, measurement 
is stopped. 

z) = nt— E x;  (rn , z) 	 (2) 

/ 
Equation (2)quantifies the deterministic rotor-based fluctuation of 

the pressures f( t). 2(t) j) 3 (,t). In case of blade to blade or twin-
blade ensemble averaging Eq. (2) holds, but n and m refer to the trigger 

signal given after each blade or twin blade passing 
Stochastic fluctuations only appear statistically. They are 

characterized by the ensemble standard deviation, defined by 
m 

es (1„, z) = i • E (xi (l a , z)— .i.  0 , z) 2 	 (3) 
i = i 

In case of measurements made at the outlet of the impeller and at 
BP running conditions (no surge etc.) the stochastic part of the pressure  

fluctuations contains the information about the turbulence intensity. 
Flow-based ensemble averaging methods. These are used for the 

investigation of periodic flow instabilities like mild surge. In this case 
the trigger signal is independent of rotor revolutions and is gained from 
an event related flow condition. Such trigger signals usually have 
variable period length and the number of measured data between two 
trigger events is not constant. A period related „class averaging" 
method has to be used, as described in Part 2. The number of classes 

determines the resolution in time and the statistical accuracy of the 
averaging process. The number of classes, 2500 in this measurement 

campaign for MS. corresponds to a time step of 0.002ms 

(frequency=45kHz) and gives 180-200 data points per class to be 
avenged. 

In case of MS, the trigger period is totally unrelated to the rotor 

revolution. This means that pressure fluctuations caused by blade 
passing appear as noise. In the stochastic part of the pressure 
fluctuations, turbulence and the periodic blade passing are both present, 
giving a high level of standard deviation. 

Comparison of the ensemble averaging methods  
The revolution ensemble averaged pressure il i (t) gained from the 

1-sensor-probe determined from preliminary information on the local 
time averaged flow direction is presented in Fig. 4. 

Innl 

Fig. 4 Revolution ensemble averaged pressure /5 1 (0 during 
one impeller revolution (deterministic part of the pressure 
fluctuation) and the stochastic part represented through the 
ensemble standard deviation. Running conditions: BP; outlet of 
impeller, traverse position z/b=0.18. 

The probe was set at a traverse position z/b= 0.18. The wakes of the 
blade trailing edges of the 11 splitter and II full blades are visible as 
peaks. The total pressure rises in the blade wakes from 1510mbar to 

1780mbar which is equal to a fluctuation level in the deterministic part 
of the total pressure of 20% from the mean value. In the blade wakes the 
ensemble standard deviation (stochastic part) in Fig. 4 rises from a low 
level of 10mbar to a maximum of 137mbar. This corresponds to 8% of 
the mean pressure level of p1  (z) =1587mbar. The deterministic and 
stochastic fluctuations of the pressure p J O) are a quantity to characterize 
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the flow in a compressor. There has to be a dissipation process to level 
out these fluctuations. 

In Fig. 5 the standard deviation of the deterministic and stochastic 
parts of the ensemble averaged MO pressure fluctuations are plotted 
across the channel width, as measured at position I under BP conditions. 
The curves A represent the standard deviation of the deterministic 
fluctuation around the time-mean pressure p i  . The curves B represent 
the standard deviation of the stochastic fluctuations around the 
instantaneous deterministic value. It is seen that the deterministic pi 
fluctuations dominate at position 1 over the stochastic events; i.e., the 
blade wakes are the dominant unsteady effect. Furthermore, both parts 
of the pressure fluctuation decrease toward the shroud where the flow 
velocity is very low (see cr  in Fig. 6) and where the wakes are such that 
the velocity direction (in yaw) fluctuates much less than near the hub. 
(Yaw fluctuation data are not shown for lack of space.) 

During each revolution of the shaft, a sequence of 11 main blades 
and 11 splitter blades passes the probe. Ensemble averaging can be 
based on different periods. If the flow period of interest is a complete 
revolution of the shaft, the time series pi(t) is compressed to the time 
duration 4tE=1/N. Another period of interest is 4/riff/N, i.e the 
passage time of a blade twin. Both types of ensemble averaging have 
been tested. The revolution ensemble averaging gave curves Al and Bl. 
while twin-blade averaging gave A2 and B2. It is seen that both methods 
yield closely identical fluctuations, indicating that all blade pairs of the 
impeller have closely identical geometry and therefore, there are no low-
order (<11) harmonics of N present in the flow. 

A further period is 4t7a1122N; i.e. the passage time of a blade to 
blade section. The deterministic fluctuations are shown separately for 
the channel between the splitter blade and the pressure side of the full 
blade versus the channel between the suction side of the full blade and 
the splitter blade. These ensemble averaging gave curve A3 and A4. The 
difference between this curves indicates that the flow leaving every 
second impeller channel is different, see Part 2. The stochastic 
fluctuations have approximately the same magnitude as curve B1 and 
B2. 

- to0lul00 mono amps, 0.10tablIVJ0 fitetuain 

- 0-11: rtesheien "IS •rer.00. liccbasTle 0001=411 

- 33.314333 ins, Inn, 00131013:303 MOONS,  

-- US 3.133  tune std.flip. 0101a00 010. 

-a-As hlado in Int_ Obleib. aut. 100031, Elale flap 

—AA 0100 on /at. *MM. hut. 11.1300330P WO. Oral 

C -  tura: 0000000 Nevem 1113 throe' mill Ian 

Line C in Fig. 5 shows the standard deviation of the It mean values 
f/ (1)) obtained for each of the 11 blade channel twins. This variation 
is a measure for the existence of a „finger print" of the impeller. All 
impeller blade pairs have closely identical geometry and there are no 
low frequencies in the signal which arise from the interaction of the 
impeller with the diffuser blades. 

In Fig. 6 the time averaged radial velocity c, (black diamond 
symbols) and the standard deviation of the deterministic c, fluctuations 
(triangle) are presented. The c, fluctuations are moderate. They are 
strongest in mid-channel and decline toward the shroud (where c, is low 
anyway) and toward the hub where c r  is high but fluctuates little. The 
tangential velocity fluctuations are of similar magnitude (circle 
symbols). It is important to note that these modest values of the velocity 
standard deviations do not mean that high instantaneous peaks or dips 
do not occur. In fact wake-induced deterministic peaks may exceed the 
standard deviation level by a factor of three or more (Gm et al.,1999). 

Fig. 6 Time-mean velocity profile and averaged deterministic 
radial fluctuations over traverse position (z/b). Running 
conditions: BP. 

Averaging methods have to deal with either or both kinds of 
nonuniformities, namely the spatial (hub to tip) distribution and the 
temporal (i.e., circumferential) fluctuations. 

COMPARISON OF AVERAGING METHODS 

Coordinates 

Fig. 7 shows the cylindrical coordinates used. Note that the 
circumferential angle 8 is related to measurement time t as 

dO = 2 IT • N • dr 	 (4) 

and the flow area is given by 

dA = rE - do • dz = uE  • dt • dz 	 (5) 

00 	0.0 
	

0.I 

hu b 2,0E1 
'I 

al SIM 

Fig. 5 Averaged deterministic and stochastic pressure 
fluctuation over traverse position (z/b) obtained from different 
ensemble averaging strategies. Running conditions: BP; impeller 
outlet, position I. 
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Fig. 7 Coordinate system used. 

Averaging 

Averaging can be done circumferentially only (time averaging, see 
Eq. (6)). axially only (spanwise averaging, see Eq. (7)) or over the 
surface area dA (annular averaging, see Eq. (8)). 

Time averaging yields spanwise distributions over the channel 
width b 

0 
• .1 xo, odt ..1.(z) 
	

(6) 

Spanwise averaging gives time functions 

1 • fru, z)dz 1310) 
	

(7) 

Annular averaging yields constant numbers 

b .1 10  .1x(r. z)drclz 	 (8) 

In the following, avenging theories are formulated for annular 
averaging. The equations obtained can be easily modified for the 
timewise or spanwise averaging presented above. 

Here X(r.z) may represent any type of flow-dependent quantity or 
group. Physically meaningful concepts for defining functions X have 
been established by TRAUPEL (1988) and DZUNG (1967). The aim of 
these concepts is to provide average values that are relevant from the 
point of view of turbomachinery theory; i.e. strictly respect the 

conservation laws of mass, momentum and energy and therefore fulfill 
the mass, force and energy balances. Following flow quantities are 
measured by a „pseudo 3-sensor probe". 

velocity: 	 c/r.z) CA:, :); 
pressure: 	PrmAz): 

T(z): 	
PstaraZ) 

temperature: 

Due to the thermal inertia of the probe, temperature is not resolved over 
time. unfortunately. 

The probe measures a recovery temperature lying between the 
time- mean static and total temperature values. With the recovery factor 
being known from calibration (r or 0.7, see Part I). the time-mean static 
and total flow temperatures are obtained as 

T rtar(Z) =  Trec(Z)_ _r 	z)2 
p  

T roi(z) = T 	
I – 

T(z) + —
r

CU, .0
2 

2ct,  

The average of c 2  will be defined below. 

The gas equation of state yields local density p and enthalpy h as 

p = p/(RT zw,) 

It = c p(T „,,,) • T 
	

(12) 

The velocity components c,. and c, are equivalent to specifying 

angle q, and magnitude c. (Note that 2D planar flow is treated here. A 
third component (c) would require the use of four or five sensor 
probes.) 

Averaging method according to TrauDet 
The convectively transported flux of a mass-specific flow quantity 

x through area dA (Fig. 7) in unit time is given by xpc,44. The mass flow 

rate through an annulus surface A is given by 

in= jP(r, z) • c,.(r, z)dA 	 (13) 

A 

The annulus average of x per unit mass is therefore 

= J . ( .1 x(r, z) • p(r, z) c r(r, z))c/A 	 (14) 

A 

The procedure to average annulus flow data with Traupel's method 
is to determine an annulus-average radial velocity Er  from Eq. (14) by 
setting x=c,, which amounts to averaging the radial momentum flux. 
Next, a mean tangential momentum flux re, is determined from Eq. 
(14) by setting x=r(z)c,02). The annulus average static enthalpy h is 
obtained by setting x=h0,thcpTrraia,  and the ann. avenged total 

enthalpy results as 

hro, = 
	

(15) 

(Some error is introduced by the lack of time-resolved temperature data 
in the present experiments.) The mean kinetic energy flux (e)/2 is 

obtained by setting x = [cr (t, + c,(I, z))/2. 
For averaging the static pressure Traupel recommends a simple 

(unweighted) area averaging in order to conserve pressure forces in 

momentum balances. He defines the annulus average pressure as 

= –I  • p(t, z)dA 	 (16) 
A A  

With py and h known, the gas equations are used to calculate a 
mean density ro as 

p = p( fl, ) = (c• p/ R) • Pit 	 (17) 

The above momentum-based definition of c does not satisfy the 

continuity equation in its simplest form. 

rittp•E,.• A 	 (18) 

because Eq. (13) requires a kind of averaging different from Eq. (14). 

(9 ) 
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1 = — 
Azar f 

x(r, z)(dr)(dz) 
Z I 

(32) 

The correctness of mass flow is restored by Traupel by defining a 
„continuity shape factors', for the radial velocity profile as 

riz = 15 • (1 – e t ) • 	• A 	 (19) 

— Ek  = A 

15 	e r 	A  
s p(r,z) c,.(r,z) dA 

Further, the mean tangential momentum flux rc, does not 
automatically define a mean tangential velocity component c e  . For 
defining ; some reference radius ?* has to be specified, as e.g. 

= rc 	 (21) 

Dzung has called /-* the „Euler radius" and conveniently defined it as 
the radius at which the mean absolute-frame and rotor-frame velocities 
c, and iv, are vectorially additive according to c, = to?* + w,. He found 
that ?* is obtained as 

Ps = HI  • p cr2clAi l  /2 
	

(22) 

In case of a cylindrical surface, as in the present case ?* equals the 
cylinder radius. 

The specific kinetic energy of the fluid is represented by 

2 – 	2 
2 	(e  r ) 	(c,)  

	

2 	_ 2 
(23) 

Dzung adapts the definition of static enthalpy as 

7 	I 	, 	 CH). 

I 	= - • n (I, z) • c,(1, z). 	z)da – 	+ 
C., 
— 	( 29) m 	 2 	2 

A 

Compliance with momentum conservation is achieved by adapting the 
definition of static pressure as 

1 	r 	2 	in • a ,, 
PD: = P — • JP(t,  Z)C,(t, z)dA- 

A
n-c- 	 (30) 

A 

where fi is the area averaged pressure determined with Eq. (16). With 
the static pressure Pp:  and the enthalpy hp, the density pat  can be 
determined by the gas equations as 

15 	= P(P 	hp:.) 
	

(31) 

With the density pp, known, the radial velocity enor can 
iteratively be calculated again by Eq. (27). 

Dzung averaging is formally simple, but flow incidence angles 
calculated from i thz  and ë , may be misleading in flows with strongly 
non-uniform velocity profiles. 

Simple arithmetic time averaging 

Finally, in order to compare the above averaging methods with 
simple (i.e., non-physical) arithmetic timewise and spanwise averaging, 
we also calculate 

(20) 

However, as in the case of pass flux, the kinetic energy flux also 
requires a correction, because E. /2 is not identical to (e)/2 defined 
above. Traupel introduces an „energy shape factor" E e  to the velocity 
a obtained from momentum averaging as Comparison of the averagi g methods 	- 

For the comparison of the three averaging methods in the highly 
(24) fluctuating centrifugal compressor impeller outlet flow field, the stage 

work is calculated first by inserting the avenged velocity components; 
obtained above into the Euler momentum equation. Due to the straight 
axial flow at the impeller inlet, c 11  is zero and the stage work is 

(25)  
a  a = 
	 (33) 

(e) = [(i 	a] 2 

yielding the relation 

= + [(I – se ) ,  

In summary, Traupel defines all velocity components by 
momentum averaging, but needs various shape factors to conserve mass 
and energy. In case of uniform flow, these become e k  = = 0. 

Averaging method according to Dzung 

Dzung's ,.consistently" averaged values are defined to comply with 
mass, momentum and energy conservation and avoid shape factors as 
described in DZUNG (1967). For this purpose kinetic energy is defined as 

_2 
Dz 
2 

_2 _2 
't 

2 
(26) 

2 

where a, follows from Eq. (21) and ern , is the continuum average of 
the radial component obtained with Eq. (14) from 

M = 	' rpz  • A = p(t, z) • c r(t, *La 	 (27) 
A 

In order to conserve total enthalpy in adiabatic flow according to 
the First Law 

kat = 	+ 
CD. 	

(28)  

The differences between the various methods must be viewed in terms 
of measuring accuracy. The measurement errors of the velocities c tE are 
about 0.5% of the velocity mean value for velocity levels above 50m/s. 
1% for levels under 50m/s. The accuracy of the differential pressure 
measurement apa  is defined with the standard deviation of the residuals 
having a magnitude of 0.2mbar for a dynamic head of 250mbar. The 
measurement accuracy for the absolute pressure is 0.1%0 corresponding 
to 0.17mbar for a pressure value of about 1700mbar (see, Pant). 
Dynamic errors of a cylindrical probe are described in HUM et al. 
(1995) and a comparison between FRAP ®  and LDA measurements in 
the present centrifugal compressor is presented in GI721 et. al. (1999). 

a) Circumferential (timewise) avenging: .1 x(r, z)dt 

The stage work distribution across the diffuser channel (z/b) 
calculated from Eq. (33), with the circumferential velocity mean gained 
with different averaging methods is shown in Fig. 8. The three curves 
virtually coincide. 
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Flg. 8 Stage work aa  across the reverse' obtained from 
different averaging methods. Running conditions: BP. 

Due to the shape factor el, defined in the averaging method of 
Traupel as a mass flow correction, the tangential velocity component c, 
calculated with the method of Traupel is identical with the c, obtained 
with Dzung. According to Eq. (29) both avenging methods lead to equal 
stage work values. The difference between the arithmetically time-
averaged stage work and the values gained with the thermodynamic 

averaging methods increases from 0.2% at the hub to 2.5% at the shroud. 
The mean difference over the span is a mere 0.4% of the work. This is 
close to the measurement accuracy itself; i.e., negligible. 

The radial velocity c, calculated with the three averaging methods 
is shown in Fig. 9. The mean differences between the avenging method 
of Traupel and Dzung across the traverse is 2%. 

- 
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Fig. 9 Radial velocity across the 
different averaging methods. Running conditions: BP. 

In the averaging model of Traupel, the shape factor el, defined by 
Eq. (20) considers boundary layers and provides an effective area A. 
Due to the smaller area A, the velocity component Cr  has a higher 
magnitude for the model of Traupel. e k  is dependent on the fluctuation 
intensity of c r. 

The static pressure is presented in Fig. 10 and calculated with three 

avenging methods. 
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Fig. 10 Static pressure across the traverse obtained from 
different averaging methods. Running conditions: BP. 

The difference between the static pressure calculated with the 
avenging method of Dzung and the area avenged pressure from the 
method of Traupel is less than 0.05% across the traverse at position I. 

This equals 0.3% of the mean dynamic head. The measurement error for 
the pressure is lower than the differences between the averaging 
methods. 

I)) Spani.vise averaging: 5 x(t, z)dz 

For the comparison of axially avenged flow quantities based on the 
three methods, data measured during MS running conditions are used, 
because the time evolution of such hub-to-shroud avenges is mainly of 

interest during unsteady operating conditions. The avenged data have 

to be class avenged to get the time dependent flow quantities cr(r, z), 

c Ar, z). p„„,(1, z), see Part 2. 
Figure II shows the spanwise avenged momentary stage work 

during one MS cycle, as calculated with three avenging methods. There 
is a net difference between the physical avenging methods (Traupel and 

Dzung) and the physically blind arithmetic average. The mean 
difference during one „mild surge" period is about 1.261(1/kg, or 2.7%. 
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Flg. 11 Stage work during a MS period obtained from different 
averaging methods. Running conditions: MS. 

The fluctuation of radial velocity Cr  during a MS period is presented 

in Fig. 12. Due to the high axial non-uniformity of the measured radial 
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velocity ca, the differences between the avenging methods of Traupel 
and Dzung amount to 16% during the whole period. This illustrates the 
difference between momentum-based (Traupel) and continuity based 
(Dzung or Traupel ( I — e k )cr  ) averages. 

Fig. 12 Radial velocity during a MS period obtained with 
different averaging methods. Running conditions: MS. 

All averages in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 are seen to fluctuate during an 
MS cycle, the mass flow (Cr) having a much higher amplitude than the 
stage work. The near constancy of work can be shown to be due to the 
constancy of the tangential (cd component in the hub half of the channel 
where most work transfer occurs I . In the coexistence of high mass flow 
amplitudes with low work (or pressure head) amplitudes is not 
Surprising in an operating point where the head vs. flow characteristic of 
the stage is almost horizontal (see Fig. 7 in Part 2). 

The static pressure differences between the averaging methods of 
Traupel and Dzung (not shown here) depend on the velocity fluctuation 
and have a value of 0.5% over the entire MS period, while the static 
pressure amplitude was of the order of 10% 

c) Annular averaging: fx(r, z)dtdz 

ix(t, z)dtriz 
averaging 
method of 
Traupel 

averaging 
method of 

Dzung 

arithmetic 
averaging 

stage work 43.68kIfkg 43.68klikg 42.43klikg 

velocity Cr  0.345 c r./u2 [-] 0.30 cr/u2 [-] 0.25 ciu2 (-) 

velocity c u  0.59 cu/u2 I-I 0.59 c,/u2 [-] 0.57 cdu 2  (-1 

static pressure I 296mbar 1297mbar 1290mbar 

Table 3 Annulus averaged flow quantities determined with three 
averaging methods. Running conditions: BP. 

1. The arithmetically averaged work is lower than the 
physical averages because the flow-deficient shroud-
side region, where the work transfer is poor, are more 
heavily weighted. 

For the comparison of the avenging methods in both scanning 
directions (1 and z) the circumferential ensemble averaged data for the 
operation point BP at probe position I have been calculated 

In Table 3 the velocity components, the static pressure and the stage 
work calculated with the averaging methods of Traupel and Dzung and 
as simple arithmetic averages are presented for BP running conditions at 
position I. The flow quantities are first timewise averaged and then 
spanwise. The standard deviation of the c r  distribution gets a high level 
after the first timewise avenging of 56% for the method of Dzung and 
55% for the method of Traupel. This highly inhomogeneous flow across 
the traverse leads to differences between the avenging methods, 
especially with respect to the radial velocity component. The differences 
between the two physically founded methods stem from using different 
definitions for Cr  . 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

• The comparisons presented in this paper were made for two 
running conditions of a centrifugal compressor, „best point" and 
„mild surge", with the rig operated in the stable and the unstable 
branch of the operating line, respectively. 

• The data processing of time-resolved FRAP C°  signals comprises 
data conversion, data analysis and interpretation using 
measurement concepts adapted to the individual goals of the 
measurement campaign. 

The revolution-based and blade-twin-based ensemble averaging 
methods are discussed. Deterministic pressure fluctuations near 
the hub reach 35% of the averaged dynamic head and 5% near the 
shroud. The differences between the two ensemble averaging 
methods are negligible across the diffuser channel. The stochastic 
fluctuations are much lower than the deterministic ones. 

• The averaging methods of Traupel, Dzung and arithmetic 
averaging are applied to the time-resolved data. Three avenges, 
namely axial, circumferential, and channel surface, are presented. 

• Even though the circumferential fluctuations of velocity and 
pressure in the impeller outlet flow are significant, the 
circumferential averaging methods yield closely identical axial 
distributions. However, the spanwise averaged values differ 
considerably due to the very low radial through flow existing near 
the shroud. 
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